7A: BLOXHAM, M
REQ
{{Custom made package consisting of:
MASTERING PHYSICS, STUDENT ACCESS KIT, Prentice Hall
U.C. BERKELEY PHYSICS 7A HANDBOOK}}

7B: HAMMACK, A
REQ
{{Custom made package consisting of:
MASTERING PHYSICS, STUDENT ACCESS KIT, Prentice Hall
U.C. BERKELEY PHYSICS 7B HANDBOOK}}

7C: HUANG, X
(Custom made)
REQ Giancoli PHYSICS FOR SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS Vol. 3, 4TH Ed., Pearson
(National Vol.)
REQ MASTERING PHYSICS
REQ 7C Lab Manual, available at Copy Central on Bancroft

"Students who have completed Physics 7A or 7B within one year of enrolling in this class can re-use their Mastering Physics account. Only after one year, a new one will be needed."

8A: GOLIGHTLY, W
REQ {{Essential Univ. Physics (Vol. 1) Wolfson Package consisting of:
Wolfson ESSENTIAL UNIV. PHYSICS (Vol. 1)
PHYSICS 8A STUDENT LEARNING HANDBOOK, Pearson
MASTERING PHYSICS STUDENT ACCESS KIT, Prentice Hall}}

8B: BUEHLER, T
REQ {{Essential Univ. Physics (Vol. 2) Wolfson Package consisting of:
Wolfson ESSENTIAL UNIV. PHYSICS (Vol. 2)
PHYSICS 8B STUDENT LEARNING HANDBOOK, Pearson
MASTERING PHYSICS STUDENT ACCESS KIT, Prentice Hall}}

137A: WOHL, C
REC Spiegel & Liu MATHEMATICAL HANDBOOK OF FORMULAS & TABLES, 3rd Ed., 2008, Schaum Outline Series

"The TEXT will be notes by the lecturer. They will be available on the course website. A sample can be had by e-mailing cgwohl@lbl.gov.